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When every 
moment counts
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 When  did  you  
start  sailing ...

Jesper Bank
Design and Development Director

Olympic Medallist and
America's Cup Skipper

Choosing the right sail is 
where your journey starts!

At Elvstrøm Sails we take pride in guiding you  
to the solution that is right for you.  

From the very first contact we do our best to  
find out what sailing is to you. 

The starting point is your boat 
 and your sailing preferences.

Elvstrøm Sails
- legendary sailmaking
For over 60 years we have developed a unique expertise driven by the experience of  
our high performing sailors and sail designers, and our legendary founder,  Paul Elvstrøm. 
Today, we take pride in using our  know-how for your quality cruising and racing. 
 

To us every sail is unique, tailor-made for you.  

At Elvstrøm Sails, we recognise that every moment counts.  Whether you are  
cruising and savouring precious moments afloat, or racing where every second 
counts towards achieving your moment of glory. 

You can rest assured that we have an  eye for detail.  
 Leaving you to enjoy your cruise, or focus on your race, with total confidence.

Paul Elvstrøm and his daugther, Trine
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Bavaria 46 Vision

Your needs define the sail we recommend.  Are you cruising along for a  
one-day trip, heading out for your summer vacation around a beautiful  
island or living out your dream for a long-distance cruise? 

Needs vary . If you’re on a  coastal cruise your sails must endure all types  
of weather conditions. Strength and durability of the sails is crucial and  
thus the sail is tailor-made with extra accessories and increased trimming  
options compared to the sails we recommend for the sailor who primarily  
goes day sailing. 

If you’re sailing  off-shore or on a long distance cruise, maybe even  
cross-Atlantic or around the world we design your sail with  extra  
attention to the details,  e.g. larger and stronger reinforcements, 
webbing in all rings, stainless rings, specially designed sliders 
in the mainsail, extra stitching all over, wider seams,  
extra leech reinforcement, and robust UV-resistant thread. 

At Elvstrøm Sails we find a  solution to fit your needs.  
No doubt about that!

Looking at the horizon, enjoying your surroundings, take a deep breath and relax
Whether you are off on the annual vacation with family or friends, away for the 
weekend or on a long distance cruise, the feeling of freedom, in harmony with 
nature, to decide how to spend every moment, makes your day special!  

Thrill   /   cosiness   /   relaxation   /   fun    ... well it́ s up to you! 

Magic Moments 
 
At Elvstrøm Sails, we are committed to pursuing your dream  
when it comes to cruising. Our qualified team of experienced 
sailors and sail designers are here for you. From the very  
first contact, we strive to give you the best advice specifically 
for your sailing. Nobody else’s. And, with our competitive  
edge in sail making, and ‘Sail and Service’ points scattered 
throughout Europe, you are in good hands.  
Delivering sails that are tailor-made, sails that  
last and sails that are easy to handle.  

We bought the new  

EPEX GLP FatFurl Main 

and Jib for our new Bavaria 

Vision 46 last year.  We also 

bought a new Gennaker and a 

Code 0 from Elvstrøm Sails.  

 

We have used the boat for the 

entire summer season and are very 

pleased with the performance of all 

these sails. In fact, we generally sail 

faster than most other boats except 

for competition cruisers and racers. And 

using the Code 0 or the Gennaker we can 

sail in calm winds where we otherwise would 

have started the engine.  Actually we have only 

used the engine for about 40 hours during the 

whole summer season!

Jens & Elinor Skovholt, 
 Norway.

Treasuring 
the Moment
 

Cruising 
Technology 
Choosing the right sail
 is where your journey starts!

Sitting on your boat, deciding  where to head and 
free to do whatever you like.  These are precious 
moments surrounded by  those you care for.   
Or, maybe in your own company.
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Performance
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Cruising Laminate

Dacron

Matrix Cruising  
Sail Selection
The matrix gives an overview of the most important 
 combinations of materials and layouts, illustrated in the  
three-dimensional graph by the Performance, Price and  
Durability characteristics.

Performance 8,7
Durability 7,5
Price 8,5

Performance 8,0
Durability 8,0
Price 8,0

Performance 8,9
Durability 7,0
Price 8,0

Performance 8,5
Durability 8,0
Price 8,1

Performance 4,5
Durability 7,7
Price 5,8

Performance 2,5
Durability 9,0
Price 5,1

Performance 3,5
Durability 9,0
Price 6,5

Performance 1,5
Durability 8,5
Price 4,3

Layout TRIOPTIMAL
Membrane Cruising Lam.
Yarns Classic

Layout CROSSCUT
Membrane Dacron AP
Yarns Classic

Layout TRIOPTIMAL
Membrane Dacon Radial
Yarns Classic

Layout CROSSCUT
Membrane Dacron CR
Yarns Classic

Layout EPEX
Membrane GLP Double Lite Skin
Yarns Technora

Cruising Sail Selection
Whether you are looking for a mainsail, headsail or downwind sail a number of variants are available. 
Variants designed with different combinations of materials, e.g. cloth and fibres. 
The examples you see here are the most popular sail designs we deliver for the cruiser.

Layout EPEX
Membrane GLP Single Inside Lite Skin
Yarns Technora

Layout EPEX
Membrane Double Taffeta 
Yarns Technora

Downwind  
Cruising Sails
The illustration is meant to guide you  
to the best match. As the illustration  
demonstrates the wind angle and the 
wind speed are important parameters.
Be inspired and contact us for a review 
of your specific requirements.

Performance 7,5
Durability 8,0
Price 8,4

Performance 6,5
Durability 7,7
Price 7,1

Performance 2,5
Durability 10,0
Price 6,3

Layout EPEX
Membrane Double Taffeta
Yarns Vectran/Technora

Layout EPEX
Membrane DoubleTaffeta
Yarns Vectran

Layout EPEX
Membrane Double Taffeta 
Yarns Vectran/Polyester

Layout CROSSCUT
Membrane Hydranet 
Yarns Classic

25 kn   TWS

20 kn   TWS

10 kn  

 

TWS

5 kn  

 

TWS

22

45  AWA

67  AWA

90  AWA

112  AWA

135  AWA

157  AWA
180  AWA

 AWA

 
 

 

Gennaker

Furl-
Strøm 
XL

 

 

 

 

Light  Spinnaker

 

Heavy Spinnaker
5 S

 

15 kn  TWS

Code C

FurlStrøm 

Performance - Durability - Price
The different parameters are 
given for each sail as a guiding 
figure to allow you to find the 
product that is right for you.  
 
(1) referring to the lower end 
of Performance, Price and 
Durability.  
 
(10) referring to the higher end 
of Performance, Price and 
Durability. 
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 Maren Magda and Karl Otto Book  
are on a trip around the world on their  

Cubaneren NOR 8620, a Wasa 55  
Both have grown up with the sailing. Cruising with their families when they were 
younger and continuing doing that with own boats later. In addition they have both 
been sailing on racing boats of different types, both dinghies and bigger boats. Maren 
is a nurse, but has also been working with boats and sailing in different periods. Karl 
Otto is a sail maker and has been working with that for 18 years. 
“We are two on board all the time but also have friends visiting us from time to time. 
We love the sailing and being on the move but also  like diving, meeting new people 
and different cultures” Karl Otto explains.

A dream comes true
It may sound strange with Maren and Karl Otto now being in the Caribbean, but the 
real dream trip is to cruise in Greenland, Iceland and the other islands in the northern 
Atlantic. “To get to Greenland we thought it would be nice to visit the Caribbean, sail 
up the coast of USA and return “home” on the dream trip. After that it kind of went out 
of proportions and we thought we might as well sail around the globe. We have both 
crossed the Atlantic before and we want to see new things, land and people, 
 so that’s how the plan formed.” 

The route
“This route will let us finish our big trip with our dream destinations.  
Of course plans and routes can change as we go ahead and learn more”.  

An extra dimension
On top of their adventure around the world, they are in between 
participating in races on their way. Not only are they sailing 
around the world, but in between they are participating in races 
on their way. “In the very beginning of the trip we sailed to  
Copenhagen and sailed with the Norwegian yacht White Shadow 
(Landmark 43) at the ORCi World Championship. Karl Otto on 
the helm and Maren at spinnaker trim. This resulted in a sixth 
place. A bit later on the trip, when we were at the Azores, an 
opportunity opened to join our sailing club team at the Sailing 
Champions League in Porto Cervo, Sardinia. Here we ended up 
as the best Scandinavian team as number eight out of 32 teams. 
This was a great experience. We joined the ARC from the  
Canaries to St. Lucia with our 70 years old fathers on board.  
The next race is the Trans Pacific and after that (and if the condi-
tions make it possible) we plan to join the Sydney to Hobart Race.”   

Do you want to go too?
If you ask the couple what is the biggest challenge, it starts with 
being serious about really doing it. “We started the planning of 
the trip a bit more than three years before we finally left. We 
already had the boat but a lot of adjustments and work was 
needed to prepare it for being a home for two in 2-3 years.”
“We don’t have too many worries about ourselves. However 
what we cannot “control” is how everyone back home is doing 
in terms of health and happiness. When we sail into the Pacific 
we are at least 3-4 days away from contact, and if we are in the 

middle of a long crossing maybe a month. That’s something 
you need to calculate with”. Now if you are being inspired here  
is a tip from Maren and Karl Otto. “Start planning; that is really 
when the trip starts. Set a date for leaving and go when you get 
to it. Read cruising guides, listen to others that has sailed longer 
distances before. But in the end you have to experience it all by 
yourself to really enjoy it!”

Adventures and learning’s 
Maren and Karl Otto are still in the beginning of their adventure. 
”We have plans to visit some fantastic and remote places with 
still little influence by humans. Climbing on top of a mountain 
and diving adventures are on the top of our list. But also the 
challenging races ahead – and meeting different people and 
exploring different places – is very exciting.”
No doubt a trip like this changes your perspective. “We hope 
that we will be more openminded having experienced so many 
places and people. We are already more relaxed in terms of 
material goods and hope to be more spontaneous in making 
decisions for the future. And as a couple we guess we will get to 
know each other even better and closer than if in our ordinary 
comfort zone." 

Follow Maren and Karl Otto on:
www.cubaneren.no
                 CubanerenNOR8620

Azores Well across the Atlantic, west to Panama into the 

Pacific Galapagos 

Trans Pacific race  Sydney in December (2017) South of Africa Windward and Leeward islands 

(Caribbean)

Follow the coast of the USA north to 

Greenland and Iceland and back home 

to Norway

South through the coast of Europe. Canaries to join the ARC Los Angeles ( July 2017) North of Australia Brazil CubaHawaii

Sailing out of  
the ordinary comfort zone  

and into a dream Wasa 55 (LOA 13.5, beam 2.55, draft 2 m). 
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SWAN 54, SorayAnnis, UK
Photo: Eva-Stina Kjellman

Product Innovations & Highlights
 
Innovation has always been a driving force at Elvstrøm Sails.  Paul Elvstrøm’s 
reputation was built on his ability as an innovator – and today our Research and 
Development department is still setting new standards for sails. 

EPEX Membrane Sails
- from fibre to sail in one process

The EPEX technology enables one workflow from design to the finished blade,  
all at our loft in Denmark close to the market.  The EPEX table is the most accurate 
in the world and the biggest of its kind. 
 
The patented application head places every single yarn precisely on the right spot 
while the intense vacuum holds the entire membrane in place.  This ensures that 
any material shrinkage during the curing process is eliminated. The result is an 
extremely strong sail that endures even the most rigorous  conditions for years and 
years to come keeping up the shape and delivering an outstanding performance. 

Perfect for the performance cruiser as well as the racer. 

Zero Tolerance   /   Extreme Vacuum   /   Zero Delamination   /   Absolute Symmetric 

THE  
WORLD’S  

BEST
MEMBRANE  

SAILS

The EPEX Precision
The world́ s most advanced vacuum table uses over 500,000 vacuum nozzles 
across the entire laminating surface.
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Racing Design 
Choosing the right sail is where your race starts!
 
Your needs define the sail we recommend. Whether you’re into weekly club racing  
or you take part in some of the classic regattas around the world, we design the sail 
to fit your needs. Racing sails have a wealth of trimming options, and are available in 
many different choices of cloth types with the ability to retain the shape.  
 
Some of our racing sails are ideal for club racing and some specifically designed 
for the bigger regattas and even Grand Prix racing. 
Designed to provide ultimate performance in conceivable conditions  
without suffering any damage. All our research and knowledge  
is being put into designing the optimal racing designs. 

At Elvstrøm Sails we find a  solution to fit your needs.   
That’s what we do for a living!

I have learned a lot from  
Elvstrøm Sails and I am not finished yet.  

For my new racing project with  
my future Club Swan 50, I am in close  

cooperation with the Elvstrøm Team again.
 

Sönke Meier-Sawatzki 

Racing in the Moment! 
Seeking the challenge, wanting to give it your all  

- the competitive instinct is running in your blood!

 When every second, every boat length counts,  
you depend on the speed and power of every moment to perform your best.  

And, whether you are with friends from your local club or battling it out on the race course, 
 you’re out there dealing with the power of nature too.   

 

Speed   /   excitement   /   thrills  and spills   ...   You love it!
 

Moments of Glory
A good race calls for more than good luck. Mastering the wind, creating a plan  

and working together with your team, or on your own, are just a few of the critical elements in a race. 
Create your own luck! We deliver a sail that lasts, keeps its shape and performance  

after hours of use, even in the most rigorous conditions. Our team of experienced racers and 
sailmakers know exactly what it takes and do everything to ensure that the 

combination of materials, yarn strengths, sail cut, size and sailmaking techniques  
is perfect for your needs. Delivering just that ...  

    
because every moment counts.

X-50
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Cruising Laminate

Dacron

Layout EPEX
Membrane GLP Double Lite Skin
Yarns Technora

Layout EPEX
Membrane GLP Double Lite Skin
Faser Technora

Racing Design Selection 
The different types of sails come in different designs and with various combinations of fibres. 
The examples you see here are the most popular sail  designs that we deliver for the racer. 
Contact us directly to find your sail!

Performance – Price – Durability
The different parameters: Performance – Price – Durability 
– are given for each sail as a guiding figure to allow you to 
find the product that is right for you.  
 
(1) referring to the lower end of  
Performance, Price and Durability.  
 
(10) referring to the higher end of  
Performance, Price and Durability. 

 Matrix Racing  
Sail Selection
This matrix gives an overview of the most important combinations 
of materials and layouts. The different characteristics - durability, 
performance and price - are shown in the graphic to make orientation 
within the large variation of products as easy as possible.

Downwind  
Racing Sails
The illustration is meant to guide you  
to the best match. As the illustration  
demonstrates the wind angle and the  
wind speed are important parameters. 

Be inspired and contact us for a review 
of your specific requirements. 

Performance 9,6
Durability 5,0
Price 8,3

Performance 8,9
Durability 7,0
Price 8,0

Performance 8,5
Durability 8,0
Price 8,1

Layout EPEX
Membrane Film on Film
Yarns Carbon/Technora

Layout EPEX
Membrane GLP Single Inside Lite Skin
Yarns Technora

Layout EPEX
Membrane Double Taffeta 
Yarns Technora

Performance 9,0
Durability 6,0
Price 8,1

Performance 9,7
Durability 5,8
Price 8,6

Performance 9,0
Durability 2,5
Price 7,6

Performance 4,5
Durability 7,7
Price 5,8

Layout EPEX
Membrane Film on Film
Yarns Technora

Performance 2,5
Durability 9,0
Price 5,1

Layout EPEX
Membrane GPR Black
Yarns Technora

Layout EPEX
Membrane Film on Film
Yarns Aramid

Layout TRIOPTIMAL
Membrane Cruising Lam.
Yarns Classic

Layout CROSSCUT
Membrane Dacron AP
Yarns Classic

25 kn   TWS

20 kn   TWS

10 kn  

 

TWS

5 kn  

 

TWS

22

45  AWA

67  AWA

90  AWA

112  AWA

135  AWA

157  AWA
180  AWA

 AWA

1 S1 A

2 A

3
 
A

5 A

4
 

A

2 S

4 S
5 S

3 S

15 kn  TWS

Code CZ

Code Epex

Performance 8,7
Durability 7,5
Price 8,5
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Claus Landmark from Norway  

and his Team Santa, won a persuasive 
Class B Championship at the  

ORCi Worlds 2016 in Danish Waters.  
What an achievement!

 
Sailing runs in the veins in the Landmark family
Growing up in a sailing family the attraction to the sea and sailing 
was there from early childhood. “With the family’s old classic  
9 meter “Pandora” we did a lot of racing with family crew only.  
As my brothers and I grew older the ambitions rose, and the vin-
tage 9 meter was replaced by a modern half tonner. I got a broad 
sailing experience in my early years. As a teenager I was recruit-
ed for crew positions on the top level IOR boats in the Oslo fiord.” 

Notable sailing experiences
Looking at Claus’ sailing CV, you will also find two years of  
sailing at the highest level.
“My naval architecture studies were put on hold when I got a 
crew position on “Berge Viking”, the first Whitbread Round 

ORCi Worlds 2016 champion

the World entry from Norway in 1981. The race, later known as 
the Volvo Ocean Race, was more an adventure at that time, but 
still two years of full time sailing at the highest level. And we did 
quite well with the Swan 57. 8th place out of 29 entrants. Eight 
years later I got the opportunity to race around the world again,  
this time on the super sophisticated, Bruce Farr maxi ketch, 
“The Card”. Swedish flag and a fully international crew of 16.

Learning for life
Reflecting on these experiences, Claus knows that they have 
become learning for life. “Today, having these two great racing 
events on a distance, the most important part of the experience 
cannot be outdated or replaced by new technology. I’m thinking 
of the fine-tuned crew work, respect and tolerance. And also the 
complexity and all the details that form a good sailing project. 
This has been my platform when I skippered my own boats in 
various one design classes and larger boats.”

Based on his sailing experience, technical background and  
a professional career in project management, Claus took the 
initiative and developed the Mark Mills designed “Landmark 
43” built by PCT in Dubai aiming at building the ideal boat,  

 
 

 
affordable to average middle management employee as himself.  

Nine boats were built from 2008 to 2011. 
 

Making the difference - at the Worlds in Copenhagen
When you ask Claus Landmark what really made the difference at the 

ORCi Worlds 2016, the answer is all about finding that particular area 
where you can find an advantage without losing sight of the big picture. 

”Prior to the ORCi Worlds in Copenhagen we expected light air and conse-
quently we prepared for light conditions. Just to mention one single focus 

area as an example. We looked at the main reason why regular sailing boats 
are so slow; the friction between the hull and water. Pretty basic – or what?  

I know for sure that no other boat in the Worlds was even close to the under-
water finish we made on our boat “Santa”. It’s not only the hours of 1000 grit 

wet sanding. The whole bottom was machine polished with a special wax close 
to what the Norwegian ski athletes are having under their skies. And we have  
calibrated instruments. It was very time consuming and terrible boring to read and 
understand the instrument handbooks and later push the buttons in the right order, 
time after time until you get everything right. Test, and do it over and over again. 

Having reliable instruments, your strategic 
decisions will be more accurate and increase 
your performance through analytical work.”  

Working as a Swiss watch 
Even though the team behind Santa has put 
relentless hours in technical optimization, 
Claus acknowledges that the most important 
factor on board is the human factor. “A crew 
have very specialized roles and they need 
to work together like a Swiss watch. Very  
important is the team morale.  I’d like to think 
it’s more about personalities rather than 
skills. In Copenhagen we had the advantage of 
having one professional onboard. Morten Hen-
riksen from Odense, Denmark was not only our 
tactician, but also our coach. His contribution 
was the crucial factor both on land and the race 
course. Morten’s brilliant ability to conduct the 
starts, finding the shifts and wind spots created 
a confidence among the entire crew. We sailed 
a silent boat, no discussions and no mistakes 
made. We won the ORCi World Championship 
with EPEX sails. Most of our sail inventory 
was delivered in 2011 and our freshest sail was 
raced for 2 seasons. And still in perfect shape. 
I have great confidence in the sail designers 
at Elvstrøm Sails whom I have worked closely 
with for many years now. 

Tempting challenge ahead
The 2017 ORCi worlds will be in Trieste. “It is 
tempting to put the “Santa” on a truck to Italy 
and just do it again. Or at least try. I will give it a 
serious thought. It’s a matter of justifying the 
costs - the boat owner’s constant dilemma.

“Nobody knows exactly how to  
create a “dream team”, but it feels 

magical to be a part of one.”  
Claus Landmark says.

Team Santa, winner of  
the ORCi Worlds 2016 

 Standing from left:
Lars Landmark

Christoffer Solgaard Jacobsen
Stian Tønnesen

Erik Brunborg
Morten Henriksen (DEN)

Henrik Dahl (DEN)
Petter Hagelund

Cecilia Jansson (SWE)
 

Sitting from left:
Calle Andersen

Claus Landmark
Geir Begby

Powered by Elvstrøm Epex  Sails
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The Evolution of Furls

Furling Main
Simple Dacron Furling Mainsail,  
no battens. These sails had a poor 
performance, but they furled well.  
The roach was negativ. 

Short batten Furling Main
X-Cut Dacron Furling Mainsail with  
short battens. The battens increased  
the stability in the leech. The roach  
was almost straight. 

EMS Furling Main 
EMS Furling Main had long vertical 
battens, which made a positive roach 
possible. The sail was a quantum 
jump in terms of performance. 

EMS MAX 
This is the first race-winning furling mainsail.  
EMS Max – Elvstrøm Mainsail System with 
maximum leech curve for more performance 
by means of the larger sail area.  
The continuous vertical carbon top sail battens 
provide optimal support for the leech, whether 
the sail is fully deployed or reefed. The short 
intermediate battens have the same function. 

FatFurl Main and Jib
The latest innovation is the FAT FURL Mainsail. With the new  
FATFURL Main and the FATFURL Jib (also self tacking) this  
concept has been further developed. The results are furling sails 
with sailing characteristics of a fully battened performance sail. 

The FATFURL is specially designed for all modern  
High-Performance-Cruisers. The optimal profile when  
reefing is obtained by the battens. 

 
Being an active sailor I have always been a strong advocate of furling masts.  

They offer a secure, simple, and comfortable handling.  With an optimum and thought-
through sail design there are no arguments against a furling mainsail, on the contrary!

Throughout the past 25 years Hallberg-Rassy has had 
a close co-operation with Elvstrøm Sails exactly on the 

development of furling mainsails, and I am convinced 
Elvstrøm Sails is market leader with their proven designs,  

such as; EMS, EMS MAX, and FatFurl.  
Whether you want to win the local regattas or to make a circumnavigation, I am sure you will find  

an Elvstrøm design for your furling mast. Personally, I am obviously sailing with FatFurl. 
 

Magnus Rassy, CEO Hallberg-Rassy

FatFurl Main & Jib
- a trendsetting evolution
 
The FatFurl main and FatFurl jib is a trendsetting 
design within furling sails designed for cruisers.  
It is a unique  concept because of the extended 
sail area and headboard  
- optimum shape and maximum sail area  
and with the conveniences of a furling sail. 

Hallberg-
Rassy 44
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XP 44, Sweden

SWAN 54, SorayAnnis, UK
Photo: Eva-Stina Kjellman

We care for You, Your Lifestyle
and Your Sail
Doing business with us is more than buying a sail.
All our expertise is at your service.
We follow you all the way from the first measurement
of the boat to the trimming and testing.
To protect your sail during the season
a few necessities are important.

FurlStrøm 
- a Paul Elvstrøm favourite
 
The FurlStrøm is a great cruising sail with the performance  
of a gennaker and the handling of a  genoa. Characterized  
by a flat cut and straight luff for better pointing and with  
a complete furling system for easy handling. 
 
The FurlStrøm does not need a heavy spinnaker pole. 
 It comes complete with a high quality furling system.  
 
To stow the sail, simply roll it. 

Code Zero
- the power sail 
 
The code Zero sail is the closest you  
get in replacing your motor with a sail.  
This ultra modern sail has been 
designed for open wind courses 
under lighter wind condition and is 
particularly a great choice  
for modern boats with  
non- overlapping headsails.  
With a Code Zero you  
are able to sail  very close  
to the wind and even in light 
winds with lots 
 of power.  

Enjoy! 

FurlCover for your 
furling headsail
A FurlCover protects your sail from 
damage due to UV light, dirt and  
rain extending the lifetime of your 
headsail. The Elvstrøm FurlCover is 
easy to use, even on your own! 

Zippack for your 
non-furling mainsail
The Zippack AirFlow System replaces 
your traditional mainsail cover. Lazy jacks 
lead the sail into the Zippack bag and all 
you have to do is zip it up.  

SpiSock for your 
non-furling spinnaker
A SpiSock enables you to easily set 
and strike your spinnaker especially 
useful when sailing shorthanded. 
The up- and downhaul lines are 
fitted to the funnel and the bag in 
a manner that prevents them from 
being caught up in the mast or 
rigging during operation.
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Qualified Supplier 
to Top Brands

  
If you’re the happy owner of one of these boats, most likely  

you’re also the owner of an Elvstrøm Sail. Being a supplier to  
these leading brands calls for high quality, excellent service,  

product innovations and a leading edge in technology.   

At Dehler we have spent more than  

50 years perfecting our yachts. Partnering with 

Elvstrøm Sails we know that more than  

60 years of experience and passion is being  

put into the sail design and sail making. 

 Two proud brands, one perfect yacht.
Karl Dehler,  

Development/Project Manager, HanseGroup 

- and many more to come!
Visit www.elvstromsails.comBack from Your Adventures 

- a total  makeover pays off! 
 
We know what it takes to maintain a sail – and offer you the perfect makeover for the coming season. 
Our service department as well as our qualified Sail and Service Points offer washing, servicing and repairing. 
Book a full service check at your local Elvstrøm Sails contact. 

Strong Market  
Presence with  
Local Sail &  
Service Points
 
With more than 50 Elvstrøm SailPoints  
scattered throughout primarily the  
European continent, you will find a  
qualified  Elvstrøm Sails contact at the  
most important sailing hubs.  

Our network is continuously being  
developed to ensure that wé re  
within reach. 
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WHERE DOES YOUR
DREAM TAKE YOU?
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